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Heavy duty backpack

PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Product description
A heavy duty backpack made of durable 600D polyester is synonymous with solidity and unrivalled space 
organization. Its specialized chambers and numerous compartments will make it a must-have for every 
professional, and advanced design solutions will ensure durability for years. The key feature of this backpack  
is its extensive pocket system, designed for maximum organization of your items. The external pocket, closed 
with a solid zipper, has 8 compartments for small items, allowing for easy access and segregation of contents.  
The main pocket of the backpack is equipped with four compartments and an additional zippered pocket,  
offering space for larger items and additional security for valuables. A unique element is a detachable organizer 
with 75 compartments for small items, which will allow you to keep order among small accessories and tools.

Characteristics
 . material: 600D polyester;
 . bottom made of PE material;
 . place for a business card;
 . D-ring;
 . mesh pocket on braces;
 . main compartment with 3 open pockets and an additional zipped pocket;
 . external zippered pocket, equipped with 8 open pockets, allows safe and organised storage of small items;
 . a detachable organiser with 75 pockets for small items, enabling precise organisation of the contents  

of the backpack
 . two additional side pockets with zippers, offering easy access to items you want to have at hand. 
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